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CHAPTER 1: OVERVIEW
South Canyon was a turnkey mining operation that produced nearly one million tons of
high-grade coal from 1902 until 1951. As can be imagined, the operation was a sprawling
industrial complex extending along almost one-quarter of South Canyon’s length, a major
drainage around three miles west of Glenwood Springs. The canyon began on the eastern side of
the Colorado River, cut southerly through Grand Hogback for two miles, continued another four
miles, and ended amid hills around 8,000’ elevation.
Grand Hogback was named for its appearance and landform type: an elongated ridge with
ragged crest, rising above surrounding terrain and extending tens of miles northwest. The ridge
was originally part of a flat formation of sedimentary rock beds sandwiching at least twenty coal
seams. Tectonic forces fractured the formation, broke Grand Hogback into a large block, tilted it
to the southeast, and thrust the block upward. As South Canyon was eroded through the ridge,
the coal seams became exposed in its walls.
Coal experts found that four of the seams were extensive, thick, and easily developed for
mining. An independent, private company bought the land and planned a major operation at the
outset, investing a considerable sum in state-of-the-art facilities. A workforce of more than onehundred extracted coal from the four seams and dressed it into commercial products, which were
transferred onto the Colorado Midland Railroad for shipment to market. The workers lived in the
company town of South Canyon, colloquially known as Coal Camp.
The mining operation can be divided into four complexes. The first were mine workings
around two miles upgradient from the canyon mouth. Miners developed the seams though at
least twelve entries on both walls of the canyon, and also undercut each seam with lower tunnels
known as haulageways. The workings were supported by a larger collection of facilities termed a
surface plant, which included explosives and lamp dispensaries, stables for draft animals, and
shops for blacksmithing, machining, and carpentry.
A network of rail lines and chutes moved crude coal from the entries and haulageways
into tipples on the valley floor. The tipples provided a first stage of screening and included bins
for storage. The tipples were also a centralized collection point served by a rail tramway, the
overall operation’s second industrial complex. The tramway was narrow-gauge electric railroad
that brought supplies up to the workings and shuttled semi-processed coal down to South Canyon
Station, the third complex.
As its name suggests, South Canyon Station was an official stop on the Colorado
Midland Railroad, whose tracks followed the Colorado River’s south side. The station fulfilled
three basic functions. First was being an interface, or exchange point, between the mining
operation and the outside world. The tramway delivered the semi-processed coal to a master
tipple above the Colorado Midland, where screens and sprays sorted and washed the coal into
final products. Massive bins held the products for loading into rail cars, and shipment to market.
At the same time, the high volume of supplies needed at the mine were brought over from the
Colorado Midland and stored in a freight facility.
Another of South Canyon Station’s functions was generation of electricity, which ran the
tramway, machinery at the mines, and lighting. The station thus included a small powerplant
fueled by the operation’s very product, coal.
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Figure 1.1: The aerial photo depicts the South Canyon Coal Mine’s four principal complexes: the mine workings
including the surface plant area and Wheeler Incline, the tramway, Coal Camp, and South Canyon Station. Author.
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Figure 1.2: The topographic map depicts the South Canyon Coal Mine’s four principal complexes. The map is the
exact same location and scale as the aerial above. Source: author.
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The station’s third function was as the operation’s administrative center. Although
satellite offices existed amid the mine workings, the station included the on-site company office,
where, a manager, clerk, accountant, and administrator oversaw daily affairs and did business.
South Canyon shut down in 1951 after a half century of almost continuous output. The
seams were eventually honeycombed with miles of passages and rooms where the coal was
mined. The Wheeler Seam, the principal coal bed, began smoldering in 1907 and was never fully
extinguished. The fire eventually spread and not only fouled the workings with noxious gases,
but also destabilized surrounding ground. Despite plenty of coal still left underground, the mine
had to close in 1951. As was standard practice for defunct coal mines, nearly everything of value
was then salvaged for reuse elsewhere. What remained was a series of archaeological sites
consisting of mostly building platforms, concrete foundations, and mine dumps. Sixty years of
land use, heavy storm runoff, and natural deterioration heavily impacted the sites, with very little
escaping major alteration. In 2002, the South Canyon Fire swept the area, adding to the difficulty
of interpreting what had been one of western Colorado’s larger coal operations.
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CHAPTER 2: COAL AND WHY IT WAS MINED
Geological Formation of Coal Seams
Coal is a carbonaceous mineral occurring in broad, flat layers known as seams, locked
within larger formations of sedimentary stratigraphy. Coal’s creation began in low-energy
environments such as humid forests, marshes, and shallow seas, where vegetation and algae
thrived, died, and accumulated in anaerobic conditions. The resulting beds of peat and vegetal
matter sank and became buried underneath sediment eroded off nearby landforms such as older
mountains. Deposition occurred over the course of eons, with sea-level rising and falling, until
the beds were underneath various sequences of mud and sand thousands of feet thick.
Over millions of years, intense pressure imposed by deep burial compressed the peat into
coal, and similarly sand into sandstone and mud into shale and mudstone. In the Rocky Mountain
West, tectonic forces slowly heaved the sedimentary sequences upward as a vast, gentle arch-like
skirt around still-eroding mountains. Erosion began incising drainages and canyons into the arch,
while tectonic forces and associated volcanism began heaving the current Rocky Mountain chain
upward. These factors altered the deeply buried coal beds through great heat and supercompression. The mountain chain then broke through the arch and caused considerable
disruption, unevenly and chaotically in localized areas.

Figure 2.1: The profile depicts the
typical geological environment in
which coal seams formed. The overall
structure is a layer-cake of
sedimentary rock strata predating and
post-dating the peat beds that
compressed into coal. Source: author.

Today’s Roaring Fork and Colorado River valleys in Garfield and Pitkin counties were
among those uneven and chaotic areas. The once-flat sedimentary formations were fractured into
massive blocks that rose and tilted. One particular series of broken, sedimentary blocks angled
approximately 45 degrees and created a ridge known as the Grand Hogback. The ridge, with its
elongated, ragged summit, began at Glenwood Springs and extended northwest for tens of miles,
and then north beyond the town of Meeker. Around Glenwood Springs, the blocks tilted
southeast, exposing their sedimentary layer sequence along their crenellated northeastern faces.
With more time, a stream cut South Canyon through the ridge, exposing a neat cross-section of
the angled beds, which included an impressive twenty seams of coal. Most seams were only
several inches thick, but four were 5’ to 13’ wide and pure enough to be worth mining.

5

Figure 2.2: The profile
depicts the geological
environment of South
Canyon, in which mountainbuilding events tilted the
sedimentary beds
southeasterly. Source: author.

Types of Coal
The term coal refers to an umbrella category of mineral based on high-carbon content.
Variables such as original parent material, age, burial depth, and geological events ensured that
the coal in each seam differed from region to region. Despite this, most coal could be classified
into discrete types based on specific characteristics. The types and their characteristics are,
softest to hardest:
Lignite was a product of low-pressure, low-heat geological conditions, such as shallow
burial and long-term stability. The softest marketable coal, lignite was friable, crumbly,
dark brown, and featured lenses of impurities such as shale and slate. As a result, lignite
burned with a meager, highly sooty fire that heavily polluted air. Consumers considered
lignite to be the most inferior and undesirable grade, but settled for the stuff when
nothing else was available. It was also the least expensive.
Bituminous coal developed under fairly high pressure but little heat. When mined, the
type readily broke into somewhat lustrous lumps easily parted from shale and slate
lenses. Bituminous coal was a favorite for general use because it was inexpensive and
burned with greater heat and fewer byproducts than lignite. Bituminous coal was also the
most common type, occurring nationwide, including along the eastern and western skirts
of the Rocky Mountains.
Hard bituminous coal developed under great pressure and heat associated with mountainbuilding. Few regions in the United States outside of the West experienced the necessary
conditions, and so hard bituminous was fairly rare. The seams were easily mined and
offered few major impurities, and the type shattered into lustrous, ragged lumps that
burned with intense heat and few byproducts. Hard bituminous was thus highly sought
for a variety of uses, domestic and industrial, and yet was not immensely more expensive
than ordinary bituminous. Colorado’s important hard bituminous sources were mostly
Trinidad (Huerfano County), Crested Butte and North Fork Valley (Gunnison County),
the Grand Hogback (Garfield County), and South Canyon.
6

Anthracite was the hardest and cleanest coal, both in composition and in its seams.
Anthracite began as low-sulfur bituminous coal, and metamorphosed under severe
pressure and heat imposed by volcanism and high-energy mountain-building. The type
became very hard, dense, shiny, and had few impurities. Anthracite could be somewhat
difficult to ignite, but burned with intense heat while releasing very few byproducts.
Given its superior performance, anthracite was prized for specialized industrial uses such
as smelting, assaying, and blacksmithing, where contaminants from lesser grades were a
problem. Favorable geological conditions were even more limited than with hard
bituminous, anthracite being found primarily in Pennsylvania, and secondarily in
Gunnison County. Rarity made anthracite too expensive for common use.
Coke was a manufactured substitute for anthracite coal in metallurgical uses such as
smelting, assaying, and blacksmithing. Hard bituminous coal was roasted and partially
burned in masonry coking furnaces. Deftly controlling the admission of oxygen into the
furnaces prevented the coal from fully igniting, but allowed impurities to burn off or
evolve into stable compounds. Low-oxygen smoldering converted the coal into porous,
rough lumps with high carbon content and plenty of air spaces. With anthracite rare,
difficult to obtain, and costly, coke became a principal fuel for Colorado’s smelting and
assaying industries. Coke was made in most hard bituminous areas, including Cardiff
near Glenwood Springs, and Redstone south of Carbondale. South Canyon coal was
shipped to these and other coking centers.
Coal Consumers in Colorado
Coal literally powered Colorado between the 1870s and 1940s. During the 1860s, the first
wave of settlers derived energy from cordwood hacked out of forests around mining districts and
growing towns. But the easily logged forests became cut over as the ax followed frontier
expansion, and towns and industry, which went together, turned to coal. The transition began
during the 1870s in larger towns and especially plains cities, where cordwood was evermore
expensive, and coal seams often nearby. The change progressed more slowly in remote mining
districts because coal had to be hauled in at great cost. Regardless, coal was universally preferred
because it burned with greater and more consistent heat, and was even necessary for some
industrial uses.
In Colorado, the demand for coal 1870s-1940s can be described according to five broad
categories. Each had its own preferred types.
Domestic heat and cooking were among the greatest demands. Residents burned coal in
stoves to cook food and heat houses, businesses, workplaces. Bituminous coal was
preferred for its low cost and fairly clean flame, and the plentitude often satisfied the
demand. But bituminous was not always available, and some people were unable to pay
the price. They substituted cheap lignite, which often smoldered, created sooty smoke,
emitted a strong odor, and left mounds of ash.
Steam power was the motive source for nearly all industry in Colorado into the 1910s,
when electricity began providing an alternative in major towns, cities, and some mining
7

districts. As its name suggests, a boiler was a steel vessel in which heat converted water
into steam, in turn plumbed to a stationary steam engine. In factories, mines, printers, and
most other businesses that used machinery, steam engines provided motive power via
systems of drive-belts. Forests of smokestacks marked the industrial centers in all towns
and cities. Bituminous coal was the most common fuel because of its availability, but
hard bituminous was preferred for its greater heat, clean flame, and fairly low ash
content. The type thus was alternately known as steam coal. To save costs, some highvolume consumers such as heavy industry and large mines substituted lignite, but only
after completing required boiler modifications.
Railroad engines were the only means of moving people and freight in volume in the
West, until automobiles became common during the 1920s. Well-known today, railroad
engines were no more than steam engines on wheels, and burned the same grades of coal
as industry.
Blacksmithing and assaying had stringent fuel requirements. Blacksmiths found that most
coal produced byproducts that interfered with iron composition, tempering, and
hardening. Similarly, most coal contaminated mineral assays and skewed readings of ore
samples. Blacksmiths and assayers thus turned to coke, anthracite coal, and sometimes
charcoal. All burned with intense heat and remarkably clean flame. Because blacksmiths
and assayers worked throughout Colorado, their net consumption cannot be overstated.
Smelting had fuel requirements similar to assaying. Notoriously finnicky, smelting was
an exacting process of melting ore in balanced, superheated chemical equations. Once
melted, the mineral constituents separated out and the desired gold and silver could be
recovered. If contaminants from dirty fuel unbalanced the chemistry within a furnace, the
desired metals would not separate, and the process would be a costly failure. In addition,
the fuel had to burn hot enough to melt hard rock, and only coke or anthracite would do.
It should also be noted that charcoal was used as well. Smelting was of supreme
significance in Colorado because it underwrote the mining industry, which was the state’s
economic foundation.
The demand for coal among the five categories grew in Colorado from the 1870s through
the 1910s and then shifted. The mining industry contracted sharply around 1920, and with it, the
consumption among assayers and smelters. Similarly, blacksmithing declined after 1920 as
inexpensive hardware and machine parts came available, and automobiles began replacing
horses. But three new factors offset the decrease in smelting, assaying, and blacksmithing. First,
Colorado’s population grew, and bought more coal. Second, engineers had developed several
broad electrical grids in the state, and built a number of new powerplants fired by coal. Last, coal
companies increasingly exported their products to other states for domestic use, industry, power,
and smelting. Coal mining thus remained strong into the late 1940s.
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CHAPTER 3: HOW COAL WAS MINED
Coal mines were, in a sense, fuel production factories. Their goal was to extract as much
coal as possible with minimal deadwork and at low cost. In simple terms, the steps involved
developing a seam, cleaning it out of all marketable material, sorting the crude coal into different
lump sizes for consumer groups, and moving the finished products to a shipping point. Wagons
or railroads then hauled the products to distributors or directly to high-volume consumers.
In size and sophistication, coal mines tended to be at the poles of a spectrum, with
relatively few in the middle. Whereas gold and silver mines ranged widely, coal mines were
either remarkable small and primitive, or massive and complicated operations. A consistently
low price for coal was the reason, bituminous coal fetching only around $1.10 per ton until 1917,
when the price peaked around $4.15 with manufacturing for World War I. The price then
hovered around $2.00 per ton through the 1920s and 1930s. 1
Local operators dominated the small and primitive end of the spectrum. Partnerships and
tiny companies based in communities near seams mined to satisfy an immediate customer base.
They responded to coal’s low price by simplifying as much as possible to minimize costs. The
mines were basic, labor-intensive, and had only the barest surface facilities, limited to coal cars
and track, a blacksmith shop, and storage bin. Crude coal was sorted into two or three grades,
hauled to market in wagons or, by the 1920s, trucks. These operations thus came be known
colloquially as wagon mines. The workforce was limited to a handful of miners who conducted
all tasks, and produced 5 to 20 tons per day.
In contrast to the above, well-organized, heavily financed companies dominated the
massive and complicated end of the spectrum. The mines were professionally designed and
mechanized for a continuous output in economies-of-scale. As proven in other industries, the
strategy hinged on producing very high-volumes of a low-value commodity at fixed, low costs
per ton. The higher the volume, the greater the profit returned to the company. Medium-sized
coal mines had difficulty because their output was limited while their costs were proportionally
high.
Coal companies achieved economies-of-scale by investing in large workforces,
mechanization, and designed infrastructure to facilitate a constant flow of coal. Output of 100300 tons per day was common, and funds came from loans payable over decades. Contracts with
high-volume consumers such as smelters, railroads, and powerplants encouraged companies to
go big. So it was with South Canyon.
Coal Mine Development
Most coal mines followed a common, established template in how they were developed.
In Colorado, seams tended to be flat or gently sloped, and so the template was straightforward.
South Canyon was a little different, however, as discussed farther below.
In their simplicity, wagon mines often featured one or two tunnels driven into a seam,
with lateral drifts extending at right angles. Tunnels and drifts could be in the thousands of feet
in length, and neatly divided the seams into blocks for orderly extraction. Short passages further
subdivided the blocks for room-and-pillar mining, which was a ubiquitous method used into the
1950s.

1
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Figure 3.1: The 1940 plan view of South Canyon workings encapsulates coal mine development. Long, linear tunnels extend from left to right through the
Wheeler Seam. Lateral passages subdivide the seam into blocks, in turn, mined with room-and-pillar methods, reflected by the grid. The Wheeler Incline and its
surface plant are at lower left. The Wheeler Incline angles slightly downward and right into the seam’s deeper reaches. Not shown are bulkheads and doorways at
strategic points, which created ventilation circuits that flushed methane and other gases from the workings. Source: Division of Reclamation, Mining, and Safety.
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Figure 3.2: A neatly tidied room within an unusually thick vein of lustrous hard bituminous at the Mt. Harris Coal
Mine, Colorado, circa 1917. At right is an electric coal cutter, based on the same mechanics as a chainsaw. The
South Canyon workings were similar. Source: DPL MCC-2669.

Figure 3.3: A room shortly after blasting brought down the face, Mt. Harris Coal Mine, circa 1917. Note the
boulders of coal. Source: DPL MCC-2668.
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As the term room-and-pillar suggests, the coal was removed in rooms, with pillars of coal
left in place to hold up the ceiling, which was usually an overlying stratum of sandstone. The
character of the coal and sandstone governed how big the rooms and pillars could be. Hard coal
and sandstone were structurally competent and held up well, and so rooms could be large,
perhaps 30’x50’ in plan, while pillars were small. Timber posts known as stulls or props
provided additional support for questionable ceiling areas. Flimsy coal such as lignite, or soft
sandstone, required smaller rooms and fatter, closely spaced pillars.
Coal seams were notoriously gassy. When freshly broken, they constantly emitted low
levels of methane, carbon dioxide, and other gases that not only displaced oxygen, but worse,
could be explosive. Deeper mines thus required ventilation, accomplished at wagon mines with a
secondary tunnel known as an air-course. Driven into the seam several hundred feet away from
the main tunnel, the air-course extended to the back of the expected development blocks, and had
connecting drifts sealed with wooden or canvas doors to control air flow. As the underground
workings expanded and grew more complex, the air-course alone became insufficient, and a
ventilation fan forced air inward. Because fans and their drive engines cost money, mine
operators postponed installation as long as possible, and sometimes never at all.
As broken in the rooms, the coal was a mix of dust, gravel, and large and small lumps.
Miners shoveled the crude material into one or two-ton cars and pushed them along a network of
tracks. Spur lines exited the rooms and joined branches in the drifts, which fed onto a main track
extending down the tunnel. In the rooms, the spur lines were in preassembled sections for easy
removal to the next work area.
When miners reached the surface, they dumped the cars into a bin outside the tunnel
portal. Fixed screens that were integrated into the bin sorted the crude coal into several sizes
known as lump, nut, and pea for different consumer groups. The coal first landed on the top
screen, which caught lumps while allowing finer material to pass through. The next screen then
caught nut sized material, and so forth. Each size slid into separate cells for discrete storage in
between shipment. At wagon mines, a blacksmith shop, storage shed, and cabin for changing
clothes and sometimes as living quarters stood nearby.
Over time, the underground workings expanded as seam blocks were mined out. Rail
lines were dismantled and moved to develop new blocks, which were rarely fully square or
rectangular. Irregularities in the seam created dead areas that were left alone. Once a designated
seam section had been mined out, the pillars were robbed, meaning they were removed to fully
and finally exhaust the area. The task was one of the most dangerous a miner could face. Stulls
were hammered into place to hold up the ceiling, sometimes augmented with stacked sandstone
slabs, and the pillar taken down. Usually, the supports held, but were expected to be temporary.
The ceiling eventually collapsed and rendered the area too unsafe to reenter.
Wagon mines eventually ended their lives when a seam had little left to offer, or when
the costs of working ever farther underground exceeded profit. If the seam still featured coal,
later operators often reopened the mine when prices rose. The operators had to rehabilitate
critical stations underground, and then extracted whatever coal had been leftover from before.
High-volume coal companies followed the same general template as wagon mines, only
on a grossly enlarged scale. The companies usually hired professional mining engineers who
formally planned mines for efficient coal extraction and processing in economies-of-scale.
Engineers used calculations to estimate the volume or tonnage of coal in a given seam, and then
designed an infrastructure for heavy production, but not for more money than the seam would
return over time.
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One or two tunnels known as haulageways were driven into the depths of a seam. The
tunnels were designed for continuous use, and so were broad enough to accommodate cars, foottraffic, and utilities such as electrical, compressed air, and telephone lines. Air-courses were
similarly routed through seams and equipped with powerful ventilation fans driven by electric
motors or steam engines, depending on the reliability of the powerplant. The tunnels and aircourses were equipped with air-control doors and heavily timbered to fend off cave-in. The seam
was then divided into a vast grid for room-and-pillar extraction by dozens of miners, often in day
and night shifts.
Professionally designed facilities collectively termed a surface plant were clustered
around the tunnel portals. A surface plant’s size, complexity, and quality were a function of the
company’s attitude and funding. On one hand, companies that were stingy, short-sighted, and
conservative provided only enough money for small, poorly built facilities that restricted output.
On the other hand, progressive companies with a view toward long-term efficiency spent freely
on good machinery and structures. The South Canyon mine was among the latter camp.
The system for moving coal from the mine workings, through processing, and to a
shipping point was among the surface plant’s most important considerations. In a simplified
overview, trains of coal cars were brought out of the main tunnels and sent into a tipple, which
was a massive, multi-level structure assembled with heavy timbers. In the tipple, mesh screens
separated crude coal into as many as six grades, which ended up in individual high-tonnage bins.
Some tipples featured sorting stations where workers picked out slate, and they also might
include washing plants that sprayed off dust for a more refined product. The tipple usually stood
over railroad tracks so trains could haul the finished grades to market.
If a seam was truly flat, then draft animals or electric locomotives pulled trains of cars
into the tipple. If the seam was slightly angled, then a hoist run by steam or an electric motor had
to winch the cars. In these cases, the tipple also featured a large-diameter pulley known as a
sheave that guided the hoist cable down into the tunnel.
Surface plants at large mines also included blacksmith, machining, and carpentry shops
featuring appliances run by motors or steam engines. A stable housed draft animals, while
supplies were kept in storehouses. When going on-shift, miners stopped by the lamp house,
which kept track of who was underground. They gave their names to a keeper, who provided a
numbered tag and safety lamp used to monitor oxygen levels. When coming off-shift, the miners
changed clothes and showered in a change house, also known as a dry. The surface plant might
have also included an air compressor that powered drills and coal cutters underground. Those
mines with steam machinery had boilers and bins for their fuel coal, as well as plumbing for
steam and water. Altogether, a good surface plant was designed for continuous use over the
course of decades, and with minimal repair and maintenance. South Canyon had many of these
facilities, which remained in service for nearly fifty years.
Underground seam development and sorting in the tipple generated high volumes of
waste requiring orderly disposal. A network of tracks amid the surface plant allowed workers to
shuttle shale, slate, and inferior coal dust and gravel out to ever expanding dumps. Known as
gob, culm, and waste rock, the material was spread in flat pads and lobes around the facilities.
The greater the dump, the more extensive were the underground workings.
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Workforce and Mining Coal
The workforce of a mine such as South Canyon was stratified into specialty positions and
run much like a ship or military unit. As can be guessed, an army of daily wage labor made up
the workforce’s bulk, presided over by a hierarchy of blue- and white-collar management.
Foremen were the on-site, in-the-field supervisors, wandering the drifts and making sure that
tasks were completed well and the men were laboring as hard as they could. A good foreman had
worked his way up through the ranks, and knew his workforce’s limit and chided them close to
it. But the coal industry was notoriously rough, and foremen commonly transgressed into threats,
insults, and even physical harassment. The foremen answered to the superintendent or engineer,
who was busy resolving problems, overseeing projects above and below ground, and ensuring
that all was well.
Close to the top was the manager, who was well-paid and comfortably ensconced in a
remote office. His job may not have been physically dangerous, but was among the most
stressful. He was responsible for the mine as a long-term, profitable enterprise, in a constantly
changing environment. If the mine went under, so did he, for he not only ruined his own
immediate job, but also his longer-term reputation. To be successful, the manager had to be
intimate with the mine’s operation, its problems, needs, output, customer base, cash-flow, and
future. And just when a manager thought he had a grasp on these issues, new variables such as
labor strikes or changes in a seam altered the equation.
The manager’s job was stressful in part because he was liaison with company officials.
At a minimum, the company consisted of a president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer. For
capital intensive operations such as South Canyon, additional investors were included as well,
with some members making up a board-of-directors. Typically, a few officers lived in Denver
and understood mining. Everyone else was scattered far and wide in the Midwest and East’s
financial centers and knew little of mining, but expected profits nonetheless. The manager faced
an uphill battle of educating the officers and board, so they had context to understand his regular
reports to them. They praised the manager when all went well, but blamed him when operations
became unprofitable, even if caused by uncontrollable variables. Worse, the officials and board
could be tightfisted, not giving the manager the resources he needed to mitigate problems and
restore a beleaguered mine to profitability. Sometimes, he was faulted for not making the best of
an unwinnable situation.
Far down the ladder, labor faced their own challenges, often directly and physically. Prior
to the 1940s, the work of an actual coal miner was dirty, dangerous, labor-intensive, and
backbreaking, sometimes literally. Hazards depended on the individual’s position within the
hierarchy. Some companies retained miners as employees while others worked with them as
independent contractors, thereby shifting over the costs of supplies and tools.
Being an officially recognized miner was among the most respected positions among
labor. Miners often worked in teams and occasionally conducted all-around tasks, but mostly
were instructed to just break coal. The miner’s workplace was the room, and the subject of his
attention was the breast or face. In most mines, the method of undercutting was used to bring
down the face because its minimal use of explosives lessened the risk of causing a mine disaster.
As the name suggests, the goal was to undercut the face with a horizontal incision, which became
a weakness that made blasting easier. The miner lay on his side for hours, swinging a light,
pointed drift-pick and hacking out a slot around 6’ wide and 6” high. When one arm tired, he
switched to the other side and finished the slot to a depth of around 6’. All the while, his partner
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kept the floor as clean of coal chunks as possible and readied the implements for the next task,
which was boring blast-holes. Wooden wedges known as sprags held the slot up, but falling coal
crushed a few arms anyway. The adoption of electric and compressed air coal cutters during the
1920s greatly increased safety and production.
The miners used steel augers around 1½” in diameter and 7’-8’ long to bore several holes
in the face. The type of auger depended on the mining company, or on a contract miner’s
finances. Cheap companies provided breast augers, which were much like old-fashioned
carpenters’ drills. The breast auger featured a chest strap that the miner leaned into as he
struggled to crank the auger around. Drilling by hand took its toll physically, contributing
heavily to repetitive motion injuries and arthritis over the years. Companies interested in
expediting production provided post-mounted augers screwed tight into the ceiling and floor.
Some were cranked by hand, while others ran via compressed air or electric motors. The auger
advanced into the face and its bit cut a neat, round hole. When finished, the miners took down
the auger and prepared nominal explosive charges.

Figure 3.4: The profile illustrates the method
of undercutting a seam. A miner lay on his
side and used a pick to undercut the seam,
creating an area of weakness. Explosives
charges inserted into a drill-hole above next
brought the face down. Undercutting was
physically challenging but minimized the use
of explosives, which was wise in gaseous
mines. Source: author.

The purpose of blasting was to break the face and bring it down into a mass of loose,
crude coal on the room floor. In general, blasting powder had been the only explosive available
for mining until dynamite was introduced on a commercial scale during the early 1870s.
Dynamite performed well in hard rock because its explosion was a quick, shattering jolt, but was
unsuited for coal. The explosion tended to reduce the coal into useless gravel and dust termed
slack coal. Whereas dynamite became the standard in hardrock mining by 1880, blasting powder
was used overwhelmingly into the 1910s. The miners made up paper cartridges of the stuff,
tamped them into the drill-holes, lit the fuses, and calmly retreated for the muffled, soft blast that
followed. During the 1910s, explosives manufacturers began introducing dynamite formulated
for coal, and although the product became widespread by the 1920s, seasoned miners continued
with blasting powder for another two decades.
Muckers, celebrated in Tennessee Ernie Ford’s 1955 hit song Sixteen Tons, shoveled the
miners’ coal into cars, which were two- to five-ton capacity. The muckers used D-handle scooplike snow-shovels for their high-volume. The job was a young man’s because one’s back could
only withstand so many years of hefting coal in a stooped position, as required by low ceilings.
Trammers pushed full cars to staging stations, where the cars were linked together as short trains
and sent to the surface.
In the tipple, sorters provided an initial inspection of the crude coal and picked out slate
and shale. They next broke up oversized lumps and made sure that the coal was passing through
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the screens properly. If the seam was dry underground, tipples could become choked with dust
with each new load. Overall, sorters and general surface labor were the lowest and least-paid of
the mine’s workforce.
Skilled tradesmen were somewhat separate from the workers who produced and moved
coal. Pipefitters, electricians, blacksmiths, machinists, and carpenters all manufactured what was
needed, maintained the mine’s infrastructure, and contributed when new facilities were installed.
Timbermen were responsible for checking supports underground, replacing rotten woodwork,
and installing new stulls and props. They had to be part carpenter and part miner, and had a good
eye for assessing unsafe ceilings. Apart from foremen, skilled tradesmen were the best-paid
among daily wage labor.
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CHAPTER 4: HISTORY OF SOUTH CANYON COAL MINE
South Canyon’s Early Years, 1885-1901
The South Canyon Coal Mine was a somewhat late addition to an already thriving coal
industry around Glenwood Springs. The town began as the fairly wild frontier outpost of
Defiance in 1883, and transitioned into a resort community after a few years. In following the
typical pattern, cordwood was initially used for heating and cooking, but local interests quickly
began supplying coal from seams south of town. The mines were tiny and worked as-needed.
Meanwhile, rich silver had been discovered in the upper Roaring Fork River valley, and
the town of Aspen became center to a rapidly growing mining industry. Demand for coal grew
with the town, and mushroomed as mines mechanized with steam-powered hoists and
compressors. The Aspen Mining District became a sensation by the mid-1880s, as mining
companies revealed geological systems of seemingly bottomless veins. Several visionary
industrial entrepreneurs laid claim to coal lands around Carbondale and began production to
profit from Aspen’s demand. Although Carbondale became Aspen’s principal source, the few
operators in Glenwood Springs saw opportunity and contributed when they could make deals.
But Carbondale’s proximity to Aspen, and Glenwood Springs’ greater distance, prevented much
output.
Aspen’s silver veins were so rich that they drew the interest of Colorado’s most powerful
and profit-hungry capitalists, who formed partnerships vying for control in a game of Monopoly.
On one side was mining magnate David Moffat and William Jackson Palmer, president of the
Denver & Rio Grande Railroad. On the other was Jerome B. Wheeler, Walter Devereux, and,
and James J. Hagerman, who owned many of Aspen’s principal mines. Hagerman had also been
competing with Moffat for the better mines in Leadville.
Gaining control over Aspen’s mines was not enough for the above capitalists. They
understood that Aspen needed a railroad to reach full potential, and each partnership wanted to
be the first into the district. Whoever was first would not only secure the most freight contracts,
but more important, would win control through primary rights-of-way. The partnerships also
realized that a line to Aspen could be a foundation for a larger system into western Colorado.
Mountain topography ensured that grading a railroad to Aspen would be no easy project.
Moffat and Palmer had an advantage in that the Denver & Rio Grande already served Leadville,
and the carrier’s surveyors had earlier charted a route down the Colorado River to its confluence
with the Roaring Fork. With the easiest route taken, the Wheeler group identified an ambitious
and direct path from Colorado Springs to Leadville, and west over the range to Aspen. The two
partnerships began what became a heated and riveting race in 1886.
The Denver & Rio Grande hastily began laying rails down the Eagle River to the
Colorado. Wheeler and Hagerman organized the Colorado Midland Railroad and started grading
multiple segments at the same time. The Denver & Rio Grande quickly reached the Colorado
River, passed through Glenwood Springs in 1887, continued south up the Roaring Fork, and
arrived in Aspen months ahead of the Colorado Midland. Although the Colorado Midland’s route
was more direct, its extreme conditions slowed progress.
While Aspen was the main attraction for the Palmer and Hagerman parties, coal was a
close second, and an important aspect of their Monopoly game. Further, the parties were aware
that Roaring Fork and Glenwood Springs coal was of exceptional quality. Palmer and Hagerman
not only wanted the coal for their railroads, but more so as the primary industrial fuel that it was.
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They planned to mine the stuff in high volumes and ship by rail to mines and mills throughout
the central mountains. Some of the coal would also be coked for smelters and assayers. Whoever
controlled the coal seams would have enormous influence not only in Aspen, but also mining
districts throughout the region.
Arrival of the railroads in the Roaring Fork Valley thus ushered in what has been
mentioned as a coal rush. Although the Denver & Rio Grande reached Aspen before the
Colorado Midland, the Hagerman party was ahead in terms of coal. No sooner had the ink dried
establishing the Colorado Midland in 1886, when Hagerman et al. organized Grand River Coal &
Coke Company. They began acquiring coal lands around Glenwood Springs and west down the
Colorado River in the next several years. The Denver & Rio Grande was a close second, with its
subsidiary Colorado Coal & Iron Company buying more seams in the Glenwood Springs area.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad controlled the Colorado Fuel Company, which
entered the coal rush, as did the Union Pacific Railroad’s Union Coal & Coke Company. 2
The Grand River Coal & Coke Company began developing its new seams as soon as the
Colorado Midland reached Aspen. The company established mines and coke furnaces at Cardiff
immediately southwest of Glenwood Springs in 1887. Cardiff coal was immediately sent by
wagon to fuel the Hagerman and Wheeler mines, and the coke to their smelter at Aspen. In 1888,
the Colorado Midland pushed a line from Aspen to Cardiff and west along the Colorado River to
the instant company coal town of New Castle. The Denver & Rio Grande had to compete farther
afield and graded its own new track west to Rifle in 1889. The Colorado Midland was on the
river’s southern side and the Denver & Rio Grande on the northern. 3

Figure 4.1: View southwest at the Cardiff coke furnaces, circa 1900. Coal was roasted in an anaerobic environment
and became carbon-rich coke, Colorado’s principal fuel for smelters. Source: DPL X-63191.
2
3
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As an illustration of how investment groups treated industrial sectors as game pieces, the
Hagerman party was not only interested in Glenwood Springs coal for their railroad and
influence in Aspen, but also as an inexpensive fuel for their own silver mines and mills. Indeed,
the Hagerman group was highly successful in assembling an empire of mines, mills, coal seams,
and a railroad serving all.
Although Grand River and Colorado Coal & Iron were competitors, their rivalry was not
as bitter as it might have been. The market had plenty of room for both producers, who barely
kept up with a constantly growing demand. The 1880s had seen the hardrock mining frontier
expand throughout Colorado’s Rocky Mountains, with major industrialization in some areas.
Accompanying the trend was an increase in subsidiary business, railroad traffic, and population.
Glenwood Springs in particular was close not only to Aspen, but also to Red Cliff on the Eagle
River, and to Leadville, Colorado’s second most important smelting center.
Despite Grand River’s strong presence around Glenwood Springs, the company was
actually small compared to Colorado Coal & Iron. The latter operated high-volume mines and
coke furnaces around Walsenburg, Trinidad, and Crested Butte. Aggressive John C. Osgood ran
Colorado Coal & Iron and played Monopoly in his own world of coal. As competition tightened
and profits shrank during the early 1890s, Osgood, officials with Grand River, and Colorado
Fuel proposed a merger. The new organization would be large enough in finances and geography
to control Colorado’s coal and coke market. The three firms came to an agreement in 1892 as
Colorado Fuel & Iron Company (CF&I). New Castle, Cardiff, and mines near Carbondale all
became CF&I operations, with company towns and hundreds of workers. 4
In the middle of Big Coal was South Canyon, and although it opened directly onto the
Colorado Midland, south side of the Colorado River, the Hagerman group was unable to secure
title to the place. The canyon sliced southward through Grand Hogback ridge and exposed an
impressive twenty coal seams in its walls. Four of these were thick enough to be worth mining.
Some sources claim that Glenwood Springs pioneer E.E. Pray first identified the seams in 1884
or 1885. Pray came to Colorado from New Jersey around 1873 and gravitated to Glenwood
Springs as the town transitioned from wild outpost to a resort community with monied guests. He
started some sort of business and invested in Aspen, through which he connected with Wheeler
and the Devereux family. Wheeler was seeking fuel for his Aspen smelter, and Pray immediately
saw opportunity. He secured New York City investors and began mining on a limited scale as
early as 1885, keeping his operation simple. The economic collapse and loss of Aspen as a
market following the 1893 Silver Crash probably forced him to ease. By then, Pray was moving
on in his life anyway. Curiously, he never sold South Canyon to Grand River, even though he
was associated with Hagerman, Wheeler, and the Devereuxs. 5

4
5
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Figure 4.2: Pray’s Coal Bank was South
Canyon’s first mining operation, owned and
run by E.E. Pray circa 1885-1895. A frame
cabin and wall tents are in the foreground,
while tunnel portals are in the slope base
beyond. Source: DPL: X-17529.

Pray went on to fame after his direct involvement with South Canyon, and yet still played
a key role in the canyon’s industrial mining phase. He had been splitting his time between
Colorado and New York during the 1880s and affixed himself in the latter place around 1891 as
he rose to prominence. He lived in Denver prior to Glenwood Springs and made money investing
in mines as well as the Overland Cotton Mill. When visiting Germany during the 1890s, he was
impressed with community street fairs, which had evolved from church festivals. Pray exported
the idea to the United States, enlarged it, and put on well-organized, multi-week events that made
money in major cities. The fairs, participation in planning New York’s Central Park Gardens,
and other commercial amusement projects took all his time and made Colorado coal seem less
important than before. 6
Boston-Colorado Coal Company, 1902-1905
While living full-time in New York, E.E. Pray became the connection needed between
South Canyon’s coal seams and the money to develop them on an industrial scale. Somehow,
Pray met investors looking for Colorado coal opportunities, and interested them in his South
Canyon property, which had only just been scratched. Without sufficient time to manage South
6
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Canyon development as the project it would be, he sold to New York and Boston capitalists in
1902.
Presiding were Frank E. Holden, Charles H. Eglee, and Edward H. Rathbun, who
organized the Boston-Colorado Coal Company. They realized that South Canyon offered a rare
opportunity for would-be coal operators. Whereas other regional mines were already fifteen
years old, South Canyon had not yet even been fully quantified. Examiners reported that the
canyon had more than four mineable seams offering a seemingly limitless 30 million tons of
premium coal. And, as the seams tilted south, they could be worked from the bottom up at
minimal cost. With South Canyon almost too good to be to true, Holden and partners had an easy
time rounding up funding for a major operation. They secured money outright and loans to be
repaid in twenty years. Coal lenders understood that mines had long lives, which 30 million tons
guaranteed. It could be that Pray had an interest in the company, for mining claim owners
commonly sold their land in part for a share in whatever company was organized. 7
The new company moved to start work at once. The directors were not experienced in
mine development, and so hired experts who were. In the cold of November, 1902, an
engineering crew of five or six went to South Canyon, evaluated the seams and topography, and
began planning. The engineers calculated that if the mine could produce 300 tons of coal per day,
which was admittedly on the high end, then the company could pay off all debt in around twenty
years. In a highly irregular move in the world of mining, the company spared little expense and
gave the engineers broad latitude in designing a state-of-the-art operation to achieve that goal. 8
The geography of South Canyon forced the engineers to make difficult choices in the
mine’s design. The seams were around two miles up South Canyon from the Colorado Midland
Railroad line, which followed the Colorado River. Ordinarily, the most efficient and least costly
plan for any large mine was to site everything, including the surface plant, shipping facilities,
and workers’ housing, at the entrances underground. But the two miles from the seams to the
railroad, and the canyon’s extremely narrow nature, discouraged this. Rather than cajole the
Colorado Midland into grading a dedicated line to the mine, at the risk of protracted delays, the
engineers thought it was better to bring the coal to the railroad. They thus sited the shipping
terminal at the railroad. To connect the mine and terminal, the engineers planned their own rail
line known as a tramway (not to be confused with the aerial tramways among metal mines in the
mountains). Support facilities were divided between the terminal and the mine. The facilities
directly involved with the work of producing coal unavoidably had to be situated in the canyon,
and they were many, but a few ancillary facilities as well as administrative offices were
integrated into the shipping terminal.
When it came to workers’ housing, the company again deviated from the rest of the
mining industry. Out of economics, convenience, and a corporate need for control, most coal
companies usually built cheap housing right on a mine’s edge. Such an industrialized
environment was noisy, gritty, oppressive, and under the watch of company bosses. The BostonColorado engineers, in contrast, purposefully chose a park-like area midway between the
terminal and mine. The area was at a confluence with a minor drainage opening from the west,
and was spacious and quiet. Miners could either walk to work or ride the tram. 9
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Colorado River

Grand Hogback

Figure 4.3: The South Canyon Coal Mine’s facilities were divided into four complexes. Coal was produced in the
mine workings marked by the Wheeler Incline and surface plant. The tramway shuttled the material to South
Canyon Station for shipment, while workers lived in Coal Camp. Source: author.
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Colorado River

Grand Hogback

Figure 4.4: The topographic map depicts South Canyon mine’s complexes. The map is the same location and scale
as the aerial above. Source: author.
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Although the engineers had been thoughtful regarding the design, their timing was poor.
Construction was scheduled to begin in January, 1903, when outdoor work was miserable and
the ground frozen. They somehow managed to hire one-hundred men, who must have been
desperate, and sent them to South Canyon. The winter of 1903 proved to be severely cold, which
caused major delays. Disorganized suppliers further slowed progress by shipping materials late,
while the Colorado Midland contributed to the problems by stalling on its responsibility of
grading a siding for the terminal. By May, however, most of the new operation was ready, and
the mine finally began limited production. 10
In sophistication and content, the South Canyon Coal Mine was similar to the largest
operations run by CF&I and the rest of Big Coal. But most of those operations were based on the
traditional mine model generalized in Chapter 3. The model applied to seams that were flat or
slightly inclined, as found up and down the Rocky Mountains. The seams of the Grand Hogback
area, however, were sharply angled 30 to 60 degrees, with South Canyon around 45 degrees. The
topography required the South Canyon engineers to think a little differently when developing the
underground workings and designing the mine’s surface plant. Similarly, miners had to break
coal with methods other than undercutting.

Figure 4.5: The profile illustrates how coal seams were worked from the bottom up at South Canyon. A haulage
tunnel cut horizontally through the seams, which were angled southeast. As the seam was worked upward, the coal
accumulated in wooden bins installed in the tunnel’s ceiling. Trammers tapped the bins through chutes and into coal
cars parked underneath. Source: author.

The engineers had labeled the canyon’s many seams A through U, and the fattest as the
Wheeler. As noted above, most seams were either too thin or cluttered with shale to justify
mining, but the D, E, U, and especially the Wheeler, were commercial. Those on the canyon’s
10
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east wall were the East Seams, and the ones on the west wall were the West Seams. To develop
the seams, the engineers simply adapted practices from hardrock mining. A tunnel known as a
haulageway was driven from the canyon floor along the bottom reaches of each seam for
hundreds of feet (later in the thousands, as the workings expanded). Higher on the canyon wall,
an upper tunnel was bored an equal distance, and connected with the haulageway via raises
(internal shafts). The connections provided ventilation and blocked out the seam for room-andpillar mining. Rooms were started at the haulage level and the coal mined upward. Plank
bulkheads with chutes immediately above the haulageway caught the coal as broken from the
seam, and the chutes directed the material into waiting trains of cars. Gravity essentially moved
the coal. But as the seam was mined upward and vertical distance increased, the coal’s rumble
down to the haulage level had to be arrested to prevent desired lumps from smashing apart into
dust and gravel. In South Canyon, it currently remains unknown how this was done.
Regarding breaking coal, flat coal seams were usually mined with undercutting, as noted
in Chapter 3. At South Canyon, however, undercutting was both difficult and dangerous. Not
only did the ceiling have to be supported, but also when worked upward, an undercut face was
much more prone to spaul boulders capable of crushing the miners. Given this, South Canyon
miners sometimes broke coal by shooting-from-the-solid. In the practice, they bored four drillholes in the face’s corners and one at the center, and blasted with soft, weak explosive charges.
Drilling holes upward with a breast auger was out of the question, so the miners used postmounted screw, electric, and compressed air units.

Figure 4.6: The profile depicts a seam
mined with methods known as shootingfrom-the-solid. The face was drilled and
blasted, with no undercutting. The practice
was occasionally used at South Canyon
because the seams tilted and were difficult
and dangerous to undercut. South Canyon
coal was also damp, reducing the risk of
mine explosions. Source: author.

In terms of the mine’s surface plant, the engineers again borrowed from hardrock mining.
They arranged facilities required for coal mining more according to plants for large copper and
silver mines. The South Canyon facilities were clustered on the canyon floor where entries
extended into the Wheeler and D seams. Extensive earthwork and foundations were necessary to
create enough flat space for everything. The following description is approximate, and
interpreted from generalized archival materials and trends regarding how mines were designed.
An efficient system for moving crude coal out of the workings and to the tramway was
paramount. With respect to the flow of coal, material produced in the lower tunnels went into
elevated bins immediately outside, on the canyon floor. The bins were equipped with sloped,
steel-mesh screens that completed an initial stage of sorting. Trammers pushed loaded cars out
the tunnels and dumped them onto the screens, which caught the lumps while allowing worthless
fines to sift through. Lumps thus rolled into the bins, and the fines simply accumulated on the
ground. At the upper tunnels, miners dumped coal into chutes with their own screens, which
directed marketable material down to additional bins on the canyon floor. It may be that inclined
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rail tramways could have lowered the coal down to the main bins, for a more controlled and less
damaging descent. In any case, the system included at least six structures for sorting and storing
crude-coal. The main tramway served each structure, withdrawing coal out through small chutes
and into hopper cars. Tram tracks thus wound and curved across the floor. 11
Although archival sources make no mention, each seam had a forced-air ventilation
system. Motor-turned fans located at secondary entries pushed fresh air into the workings
through iron tubing. Wooden and canvas doors at strategic points then directed the currents to
points of work.
Other facilities were scattered amid the tunnels, bins, and tram tracks, and sited according
to suitable building space. Blacksmith, machine, and carpentry shops were critical and had to be
as close to the workings as possible, and yet also on the tram tracks to facilitate movement of
heavy materials. In the shops, blacksmiths manufactured hardware, sharpened drilling augers,
and shoed draft animals. Machinists and carpenters assembled coal cars, repaired equipment,
fabricated custom wooden items, and did other custom work. Electric motors ran power
appliances via canvas drive-belts. 12

Figure 4.7: Machine shops were critical facilities in which equipment was repaired and parts fabricated. The South
Canyon mine’s shop was much like the Mt. Harris Coal Mine’s shop, circa 1917. Source: DPL MCC-2666.

The surface plant included a lamp house as mentioned in Chapter 3, but with the addition
of fuel for miners’ cap lamps. The technology of carbide and electric lighting was not yet
11
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perfected by 1903, and miners used oil-wick lamps similar to miniature coffee pots. The lamps
required a dense oily fuel similar to Vaseline, which softened as it heated. Usually, coal
companies mandated that miners buy their own from the company store, but the BostonColorado outfit graciously provided the stuff. Other supplies were stocked in several storehouses,
and draft animals kept in a corral and stable. It was probably the superintendent, engineer, and
foremen who lived in three cabins that were on-site. 13
Around 1907, an inclined shaft was sunk to mine the bottom reaches of the Wheeler
Seam. The surface plant then came to include the shaft’s hoisting system, which is discussed
below.
The tramway connecting the mine and terminal had been thoughtfully designed. Often,
inter-mine railways tended to be miniature-gauge with light-duty rails spaced around 24” apart.
Although weight capacity was limited, such railways were very inexpensive. At South Canyon,
however, the engineers used 60-pound rails (weight per yard of rail) spaced 3’ apart, and charted
a very gentle 3.5 percent climb. The tram line met the criteria of standard narrow-gauge railroads
in every respect. If the Boston-Colorado company wanted to, they could have run regular
narrow-gauge trains on the line, but opted for an electric locomotive because it fit neatly within
the mine’s broader vision of electrification. Tram trains consisted of twenty 5-ton hopper cars for
a total of 100 tons per trip. If South Canyon produced 300 tons per day then the tram would have
made three trips, but production was really closer to 200 tons. The locomotive drew power from
overheat trolley lines like any street railway. When the locomotive’s mast transitioned between
circuits and wires, it released bright sparks inspiring miners to name the tramway Lightning
Bug. 14

Figure 4.8: The tramway in the photo is for a coal mine probably in Las Animas County. Regardless, the electric
trolley lines and train of cars were much like South Canyon’s tramway. Source: DPL, CHS.X4847.
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The terminal on the Colorado Midland was the mine’s public figurehead, and a critical
node in the overall operation. Officially designated South Canyon Station, the terminal covered
an extensive tract of mostly flat ground on the southern floor of the Colorado River canyon. The
Colorado Midland Railroad extended down the same side and had completed a switchyard just
for the terminal. South Canyon Station fulfilled four primary functions. First was receiving,
processing, and storing coal for railroad shipment. Second was an exchange point between the
outside world, where trains arrived with people and freight and left with finished coal. Third was
generating the mine’s electricity, and fourth was the mine’s administrative center.
A massive professionally engineered structure known as a tipple received coal from the
mine, processed it, and stored the finished product. The structure was elongated and descended
the slope immediately south of the station so gravity could draw semi-processed coal through
finishing stages, much like the ore bins at the mine. At the tipple’s head, tram trains dumped
semi-sorted coal, probably directly into chutes leading to angled screens. The coal might have
been unloaded first at sorting stations where workers picked out slate, but this is unlikely given
the high volume of production. The coal dropped through a series of four nested screens, each
taking out a specific lump size according to market specifications. The material could have been
sprayed to wash off dust, and certainly ended in holding bins standing along the railroad siding.
Then as now, trains pulled underneath the bins to load cars. South Canyon’s tipple stored around
500 tons of each grade.
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Figure 4.9: View east up the Colorado River valley at South Canyon Station. From right to left are the tipple where coal was sorted and stored, a railroad
switchyard, the mine’s powerhouse, and an office, storehouse and other buildings. A railroad station is far left. Timeframe is circa 1905. Source: DPL,
CHS.X5708.
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Figure 4.10: The profile generalizes how tipples sorted crude-coal into multiple grades for different customer
groups. Crude-coal was dumped onto a main screen, which skimmed off large lumps. The remainder dropped
through onto another screen that captured a finer grade, and so forth. Each grade was stored in its own bin,
eventually tapped into rail cars. South Canyon’s tipple differed in exact design, but used the principal. Source:
author.

Figure 4.11: Interior of the Mt. Harris mine’s powerplant. Two steam engines turn dynamos fixed to their flywheel
axles. Belts drive additional, smaller dynamos mounted independently. South Canyon’s powerhouse was similar.
Source: DPL, MCC-2670.
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A powerplant was South Canyon Station’s highlight and an icon of the company’s pride.
In general, mining engineers and companies expressed their wealth, success, and ingenuity
through buildings and machinery. Circa 1900, only the most progressive, heavily financed, and
well-run operations were able to boast of powerplants, in part because the cost was difficult to
rationalize for anyone except a giant, state-of-the-art operation. Powerplants were somewhat
risky and daring to build because industry was only just learning how to harness electricity, and
anyone attempting to work with it had to be professionally trained and aware of what equipment
was available, and how it went together. Anything approaching the modern grid had yet to be
strung together, and only several localized service systems existed in Colorado. Glenwood
Springs itself had a powerplant, but it was too unreliable for the constant needs imposed by a
huge coal mine, and so Boston-Colorado opted for its own. The 250-horsepower plant included
at least one dynamo belted to a Corliss steam engine, in turn powered by several boilers fired
with South Canyon coal. The electricity ran the mine’s ventilation fans, appliances in the shops,
other machinery, and the tramway. Secondarily, the electricity energized lighting throughout the
operation. 15
At South Canyon Station, the mine’s administrative office was separate from the tipple
and powerplant. In the office, the manager oversaw the entire operation from a bird’s eye
perspective, grappling with problems and keeping track of myriad variables. He made sure that
the mine ran well, the facilities were in working order, the workforce productive, the Colorado
Midland shipping product, and above all, that the investors were mollified. The latter occurred
only when the entire, complex equation generated profits and paid its debts. A clerk, secretary,
and possibly other assistants kept the books, executed orders, and coordinated communications,
conducted via telephone and mail.
South Canyon Station included additional facilities needed by the overall mining
operation. Trains stopped at an actual station, and dropped off supplies at a yard and storehouse.
Some of the supplies were ice, stored in an ice house, for domestic use at Coal Camp.
Refrigerators had not yet been commercialized.
Coal Camp, formally known as South Canyon, was on the tram between the railroad and
mine. As hinted at above, Coal Camp was sited and planned with more thought regarding quality
of life than contemporary company towns. Most of Coal Camp was clustered on South Canyon’s
western floor, where a confluence with a minor drainage created a broad, natural, open terrace
approximately 350’ wide and 1,200’ long. Engineers established a park and baseball field
planted with young trees as the camp’s core, and arranged community buildings around it. A
company store, dining hall, library, and church were first, later followed by a bath house.
Unmarried miners lived in a boardinghouse large enough for 150, while families occupied forty
frame cabins, all arranged around the camp center. The company provided a physician, a school,
and running water in some buildings, but many residents had to fetch water from a well. A
blacksmith and carpenter set up shops somewhere in the settlement, and the South Canyon post
office opened in the store in 1905. 16
Somehow, the workers and their families found enough energy after their shifts for
community activities. When the weather permitted, baseball games were frequent. Otherwise,
residents formed music bands, a literary society, and discussion salons. Coal Camp was dry
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according to company policy, and so the men had no saloon in which to squander savings.
Bootlegging of liquor was minimal and crime almost non-existent.
But life was far from idyllic. The Boston-Colorado company’s housing was superior to
other coal towns, but still cold and drafty in winter. Although the company was humane in many
respects, it demanded a full day’s work for a day’s pay, and granted the workforce no financial
breaks. Working shifts were ten hours of hard physical labor, and Sunday was the only day off. It
remains unknown whether Boston-Colorado inflated prices in the store as did other companies,
but goods were more expensive than in public towns such as Glenwood Springs to cover
shipping and handling costs. Room and board were not free either, and workers had to pay for
both, while the company quietly made a small profit. 17
And yet, the company did mitigate the costs somewhat with the progressive policy of
providing wages that were a full 20 percent above the going rate. The company specifically
provided good living conditions and high wages to achieve three goals. One was general
humanitarianism. Another was an understanding that a happy workforce was vastly more
productive, careful, and conscientious, and hence able to fulfill the company’s high tonnage
expectations. Last was an attempt to avoid labor unrest, after all, a content workforce would have
little reason to strike. Here, however, the company miscalculated. 18
No sooner did the South Canyon mine finally began full production in 1903, than a series
of labor strikes swept Colorado. For the last several years, workers in all sectors of the mining
industry agitated against domination by large mining and milling corporations, and their ruthless
practices to cut costs and increase profits. In hardrock mining, capitalists such as David Moffat
merged the largest gold and silver producers with mills and smelters to form giant
consolidations. These organizations in turn forced competitors out of business. In coal mining,
Andrew Carnegie, CF&I, and the Denver & Rio Grande cooperated and at times created artificial
coal famines to control the market. The Guggenheim family bought and merged smelters, a
cornerstone of hardrock mining, and increased rates. The workforce became polarized between
white-collar employees and wage labor, which increasingly was subject to pay cuts.
Despite Big Coal’s best attempts at prevention, the United Mine Workers (UMW)
handily unionized Colorado’s coal industry. Some of South Canyon’s miners arrived as UMW
members, and more probably joined while employed by the company. The manager and directors
thought that their beneficent policies were insurance against unrest, but they did not consider
industrywide sympathy strikes. The UMW in fact called a general strike throughout Colorado
and Utah in November, 1903, and most of South Canyon’s workforce regretfully joined. They
had no grievances against the company, but rather acted mostly out of union allegiance. 19
Production slowed to a trickle and affected the company’s income, while the debt
schedule still required payments on loans. Management sadly declared its progressive policies
toward the workforce a failure and took action. The company declared South Canyon a nonunion mine, forced union representatives off the property, hired scab labor, reduced wages to
going rates, and posted armed guards. 20
South Canyon resumed regular production in 1904. Archival sources do not specify the
volume, but it may have approached the company’s 300 tons-per-day goal. Operations continued
for two more years, when another firm took over.
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South Canyon Coal Company, 1906-1929
Around 1906, the South Canyon Coal Company assumed operations at the South Canyon
mine. Unfortunately, archival information is thin, and so charting a detailed history is impossible
without extensive research. The following chronology is therefore broad and interpretive.
The South Canyon Coal Company might have been a leasing outfit, a reorganization of
the original firm, or a buyer of the entire operation. The Boston-Colorado company may very
well have restructured or gone bankrupt, since its loans were based on difficult-to-achieve
production targets. Like its predecessor, South Canyon Coal was based in New York, but had
different officers. Howard Willets was president, Amos F. Adams acted as vice-president, and
Addison S. Pratt served as secretary. By any measure, South Canyon Coal had to be as large as
its predecessor in order to run the complex operation, with W.B. Lewis as manager and R.C.
Jones superintendent.
No sooner had the company taken over the mine than serious problems materialized.
Somehow, inside the underground workings on both sides of the canyon, the Wheeler Seam
began smoldering. The low-intensity fire could have been ignited by blasting or if a miner lodged
his oil-wick lamp against coal. Seam fires even began with spontaneous combustion. A
smoldering seam presented enormous danger and had forced some companies in Colorado to
abandon and seal off entire sections of their mines. Noxious gases filling workings were a given,
with outright conflagrations a real possibility.
Today, experts concede that there is no easy way to suppress seam fires, and many still
burn in Colorado. South Canyon Coal employed best-practices and bulkheaded the burning
sections in hopes of starving the two fires of oxygen. The effort was ultimately successful in the
western seam but not the eastern. The next step for the eastern was to pump in water and flood
the bulkheaded section. Regardless of suffocation or flooding, much of the seam had to be taken
out of production for months if not several years, translating into lost income and a layoff of half
the workforce.
South Canyon Coal sought coal in other seams, and possibly in the farther reaches of the
Wheeler. It seems likely that the need to maintain output was behind sinking of the Wheeler
Incline around this time. Until 1907, nearly all mining had been above the canyon floor level.
The main reason was that there was plenty of coal, and deeper workings would have flooded
with groundwater and required costly pumping. But with higher portions of the Wheeler Seam
now out of production, the deeper coal became attractive if not a necessity. Historic maps
depicting South Canyon workings confirm that the Wheeler Incline existed by 1911.
The incline was an angled shaft following the geological bedding into the canyon floor.
Drifts extended in both directions along the seam’s lateral strike, and passages were bored
upward to make connections with the previous workings. As before, the drifts and passages
blocked the seam for orderly extraction and created ventilation currents. To make way for the
necessary hoisting system, the incline was sited on the floor’s eastern side where flat space was
available.
To be functional, all production shafts including inclines had hoisting systems that
winched coal to the surface. One type of system had a mechanical hoist set well back from the
incline collar, an A-frame headframe in between, and a bucket or skip (steel box) on guide-rails.
The hoist raised the skip into the headframe, where brackets upturned it. The skip then dumped
its contents into a bin, which a trammer tapped into a waiting coal car. Alternately, the system
may have simply winched entire coal cars up the incline to a landing, where topmen uncoupled
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them from the hoist cable and pushed the cars to a desired destination. Regardless which type,
the hoisting system was in constant action to keep pace with production.
At South Canyon, the Wheeler Incline’s hoisting system was one of the above two types.
South Canyon Coal added other facilities to what became a compact surface plant specific to the
incline, set within the old Boston-Colorado’s earlier and more sprawling complex. South Canyon
Coal’s additional facilities included a large ventilation blower, air compressor, steam boiler,
change house, and scale for weighing coal cars. Motors ran most if not all machinery, except for
the hoist, which was steam-driven. The boilers ran the hoist, and heated the change house, bath
water, and other buildings. The plant came at great cost, indicating that South Canyon Coal
planned to use the incline for some time. 21
The mine yielded heavily from 1910 into 1917, and the overall template that cost BostonColorado so dearly served South Canyon Coal well. The company increased the workforce from
around sixty to more than one-hundred, and they lived in Coal Camp as before. The South
Canyon Mercantile Company ran the store under the watchful eye of W.O. Miles. During the
early 1910s, Joseph Mick was the town blacksmith, Bert Rosenburg the carpenter, and Nellie
Bledsoe teacher. Down in the South Canyon Station office, Lewis remained manager while
Daniel M. Wogamon was his clerk and also the postmaster.
Operations intensified as the 1910s progressed, in response to a strong coal demand.
Colorado experienced major growth in population and industrialization, and much of this was
now occurring on the Western Slope. In addition, Utah’s Wasatch Front became a smelting and
steel center, and companies were reaching out to western Colorado for hard bituminous coal. It
seems likely that South Canyon’s market included Leadville, the San Juan Mountains, Grand
Junction, and Utah.
The principal changes at South Canyon during the decade involved people. John Rees
became as superintendent 1913-1914, followed by Evan Thomas. C.F. Hadden consolidated
authority and held the positions of clerk, postmaster, and manager of the store. 22
World War I, which began in 1914, was a very mixed and unstable time for South
Canyon Coal. The United States staunchly opposed an official declaration of war against the
European Axis, but increasingly provided direct aid to the Allies. In the beginning, much of that
aid was durable goods and steel, to be remade into weapons oversees in Ally factories. As the
war progressed and devastated the Allies by 1917, however, the United States began outright
shipments of weapons and ammunition. Preparing for an inevitable entry into the war itself, the
federal government launched a mobilization campaign that seized control of necessary industrial
and transportation sectors in the name of national interest. Although coal was not one of the
sectors, the industry was deeply affected by wartime mobilization nonetheless.
At first, aid to the Allies and increased manufacturing fostered an unprecedented demand
for hard bituminous and anthracite coal. Prices tripled as a result, soaring from around $1.15 to
$4.15 per ton. Many coal mines had based their finances on the lower figure, and so reveled in
enormous profitability. But then, the federal government took control over railroads to prioritize
service for essential industries and the movement of goods to harbors. Inexperienced in railroad
management, the government’s efforts had a reverse effect in the Western states, ruining some
carriers, starving lines of materials needed for maintenance, and interfering with regular traffic.
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Thus, whereas coal fetched record prices, Colorado’s independent mining companies had
difficulty shipping enough product to take full advantage.
South Canyon’s situation was among the worst in the state. Already financially stressed,
the Colorado Midland suspended traffic on its line down the Colorado to New Castle in 1917,
stranding South Canyon Station in the process. At the same time, CF&I stopped mining coal
throughout the Glenwood Springs area. With no way to haul products to market, South Canyon
Coal stopped mining, wound down the powerplant, laid off most workers, and closed the post
office. The canyon experienced its first prolonged dark and quiet period since 1903, and
remained that way for four years. 23
Continued high coal prices encouraged South Canyon Coal to reopen the mine in 1922. It
remains unknown whether the surface plant and tram had been dismantled, which seams were
being mined, or how coal was shipped to market. The operation must have remained small with a
very limited crew, because archival sources no longer mention the camp of South Canyon as a
viable community. The few workers still employed lived in several cabins amid the mine’s
surface plant, and in the townsite. Under manager Richard Prendergast, the mine produced until
the fateful year of 1929.
Toward the year’s end, an investment bubble had burst and initiated a financial chain
reaction causing the nation’s economy to collapse. Banks locked their doors, and credit and loans
for business were wholly unavailable. Industry suffered as well, quickly slowing to one-half of
its previous output. Coal customers stopped buying or greatly reduced consumption, while
struggling coal companies could not find loans to keep going. South Canyon Coal was among the
casualties and stopped production in 1929 or 1930.
South Canyon Mine Leasing Company, 1931-1951
And yet, a local market still existed as people and businesses in and around Glenwood
Springs had to cook and heat their homes. In 1931, James E. Ford made a go of reopening South
Canyon to fulfill the local demand. He organized the South Canyon Mine Leasing Company and
produced on a limited basis, using trucks to haul products. The operation remained small through
the decade, and may have resumed shipping to the smelters in Leadville and Utah as industry
sluggishly recovered.
The nation’s entry into World War II had a similar effect on coal prices as did the
previous world war. As industry scrambled to manufacture durable goods and weapons, and rail
traffic increased to move the stuff, coal climbed from $8.50 per ton in 1941 to $10.40 in 1944. It
seems likely that South Canyon increased output to profit from the higher prices, if not doing its
part for the war effort. 24
Ford produced coal from various levels, and ultimately reopened the Wheeler Incline,
which still had its machinery. Production could have continued for decades afterward, were it not
for unresolved seam fires. In 1951, Ford received notice that the Wheeler Incline was actually in
flames. Somehow, a seam fire, and possibly the one that started in 1907, had advanced to the
shaft and ignited coal dust and timbering. Unable to suppress the conflagration, the workers had
no alternative but to close the mine, ending almost fifty years of production.
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CHAPTER 5: SOUTH CANYON COAL MINE SITE SUMMARY
Considering the South Canyon mine’s scale, complexity, and fifty-year history,
surprisingly little currently remains. All buildings, structures, equipment, and even large objects
were removed long ago, and currently a series of archaeological sites represents the oncesignificant operation. Deterioration, flashflooding, bulldozing, and fairly recent attempts to
suppress seam fires have taken their toll on the sites, rendering some difficult to discern.
Below is a simplified summary of each of the mine’s complexes, accompanied by
recommendations for further consideration and interpretation. The only portions of the operation
examined in detail were the Wheeler Incline and the Zemlock Mine because they are among the
better-preserved sites. The operation’s other complexes were briefly reviewed through
reconnaissance survey to quickly assess condition, interpretive potential, and viability as
archaeological sites. It must be emphasized that if the City of Glenwood Springs moves forward
with interpretation, individuals with direct knowledge of the mine should be consulted, and
information presented in this report verified.
Wheeler Incline
The South Canyon Coal Company apparently sank the Wheeler Incline around 1908 or
1909 to develop the deeper reaches of the Wheeler Seam. The seam’s higher western and eastern
sections in the canyon walls began smoldering in 1907 and had to be bulkheaded in an attempt to
starve the fires of oxygen. With the most productive coal sources now out of production, South
Canyon Coal almost certainly sank the Wheeler Incline as an alternative.
Regarding South Canyon’s four complexes in the chapters defined above, the incline is
amid the Mine Workings. The incline is discussed in detail here because of its good integrity and
interpretability. The rest of the Mine Workings are summarized separately below.
The incline was sited on the canyon’s eastern floor where flat ground above the stream
channel was available. The incline was oriented southeast and dipped around 45 degrees
downward in sympathy with geological bedding. South Canyon Coal built surface facilities
around the incline mostly to support work underground, but also for activity in nearby tunnels.
The facilities complimented the first-generation plant erected in the immediate area by the
Boston-Colorado Coal Company in 1903. The Wheeler Incline has since been sealed and is now
flooded, while the surface plant was completely dismantled, including nearly all structural
materials. Currently, a cryptic assemblage of concrete foundations represents most of the plant’s
components.
In overview, the surface plant included a hoisting system for the incline, a ventilation fan,
air compressor, scale to weigh coal cars, and change house where miners showered. The hoisting
system was oriented southeast so that the hoisting cable could make a perfectly straight descent
down the shaft. In professionally engineered surface plants, the hoisting system’s orientation
became a master datum line for planning the rest of the components. That way, all the facilities
conformed to the same direction for order and better integration. The Wheeler Incline was no
different, and although the surface plant included the various facilities noted above, all were
oriented the same, as today’s foundations reflect. Following is a brief description of the
foundations, and a best interpretation of what was on them (see site plan view).
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Figure 5.1: Aerial photo of South Canyon mine workings complex. Large polygons outline the Wheeler Incline and
Boston-Colorado surface plant area. The Ys represent tunnels, while the heavy grid is underground workings. Long
lines are tunnels, while the grid itself is room-and-pillar workings. Source: author.
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Figure 5.2: Detailed aerial photo of South Canyon mine’s surface plant area, Wheeler Incline, and associated
underground workings as of 1940. The angled Ys are Boston-Colorado openings developed sometime 1903-1906.
The Wheeler Incline was driven ca. 1909 to undercut the Wheeler Seam at depth. The Zemlock Mine at bottom was
an independent operation. Source: author.
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Figure 5.3: Plan view of the Wheeler Incline site as it exists today. See text descriptions and the appendix for feature
descriptions (F#). Source: author.
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Figure 5.4: The profile illustrates a typical hoisting system for inclined shafts, and was probably a template for the
Wheeler Incline. The template includes a hoist at left, the inclined shaft at right, and a timber headframe in between.
A riveted iron box on wheels known as a skip ran on a track in the shaft. When the skip was loaded with coal at the
shaft bottom, the hoist winched the skip into the headframe, where brackets upended it. The skip dumped its
contents into a bin integrated into the headframe, later hauled to a processing tipple. As late as the 1910s, hoists
were usually steam-powered because electric units were not yet powerful, quick, or reliable enough. Source: author.

Hoisting System
The incline descended southeast roughly at a 45 degree angle. A hoisting system was
required to winch a vehicle up a track on the incline floor and to the surface. There, coal was
transferred into a bin so the tramway could haul it to South Canyon Station. The system thus
featured a steam-powered hoist set back from the incline, a headframe between the hoist and
incline, and a landing at the incline collar. The hoisting cable left the hoist, passed over a sheave
(wheel) atop the headframe, and extended down the shaft. The headframe had to be a perfect
height so the cable achieved the exact same angle as the shaft and continued straight without
rubbing on the floor, ceiling, or timbering.
At the Wheeler Incline, the hoisting system’s design and details of operation remain
unknown because the remnants are insufficient. Currently, only the shaft (F1) and hoist
foundation (F2) are left to represent the system. Nothing remains of the headframe.
The system probably conformed to one of two general templates. One is that coal cars
were winched up the incline to a landing and stopped. Workers detached the cars from the hoist
cable, pushed them along a track to a central bin, and dumped them. Screens completed a cursory
sorting by lump size, and the tramway hauled the material to South Canyon Station. Alternately
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and more likely, coal was brought to the surface in a skip vehicle and dumped into a receiving
bin in the headframe. A skip was basically a riveted iron box on wheels, designed to be emptied
by being upended. The receiving bin completed sorting, and the tramway hauled the material off.
It should be noted that the hoist foundation appears to have been for a single-drum,
direct-drive steam unit, rather than an electric model. In general, electric hoists were still in
development as of 1910, and versions with enough speed and lifting power for coal mining had
not yet been proven. At the Wheeler Incline, the foundation features two concrete pylons at the
front (southeast) for the cable drum, and a 2’x6’ concrete block behind for the steam cylinders.
The type of hoist was costly.
Change House
The change house (F3) stood in front of the hoist, and might have supported the distal
end of the headframe. The facility is now a distinct ruin with four rock masonry walls 19'x29' in
plan and 7' high. Mortar is based on portand cement, and the rocks are sandstone blocks, some
having been gathered locally while others were split from larger boulders. The interior was at
one time equipped with running water for bathing, reflected by a 2" drain-pipe in the west
corner. Change houses were often of frame construction, and the fact that the Wheeler Incline’s
was stout masonry suggests that it was intended to bear weight, such as the headframe base.
Ventilation System
Coal mines were notoriously gaseous, the seams themselves emitting methane, and
blasting contributing its own noxious compounds. Powerful ventilation systems forced fresh air
underground to render the atmosphere breathable and prevent catastrophic mine explosions. The
Wheeler Incline had a motor-driven blower, represented by three foundations (F4, F5). The
blower was a centrifugal unit with paddle-wheel fan in a sheet metal housing 6’ in diameter. The
remaining foundation (F5) is complex with three parts. One is a concrete pylon 2'x6' in plan and
2" high, with two anchor bolts. Behind is a concrete pad 2'x4' in plan featuring four anchor bolts.
Outside and 4' away are three steel channel posts 3' apart. The foundation anchored the blower
body, and bearings for the axle and drive-pulley. Behind are two pads (F4) 4'x6' in plan for the
motors, which ran the blower via a canvas belt.
Steam Engine
A utility steam engine was at ground-level near the headframe, powering unknown
machinery via a canvas belt. The engine was a straight-line single-cylinder unit with a large
flywheel. The foundation remaining today features a block 2½’ wide and 7' long for the engine,
and a pylon 18"x30" in plan for the flywheel's outboard bearing. A tangle of brush hides the
foundation.
Steam Boilers
Although the South Canyon mine was celebrated for its powerhouse and use of
electricity, steam still ran critical machinery such as the hoist and probably pumps underground.
The steam also heated the change house, and as important, coal brought up from the workings.
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The coal was wet and prone to freezing in winter, which would have fouled sorting and storage.
Heating pipes probably passed through the bin and kept the coal thawed. At Wheeler Incline, a
pair of return-tube boilers generated the steam in front of the change house. The location was
strategic, heat from the boilers radiating over to the change house and upward into the
headframe.
The boilers were encased in a brick setting (F7) approximately 22'x22' in plan. The
setting was demolished when the hardware was removed, and now takes form as a rectangular
mound of bricks 22'x30' in area. The lower courses of the setting's western corner are still visible
amid rubble and thick overgrowth.
Scale House
A distinct foundation (F8) remains from a scale used to weight coal cars, trucks, and
wagons that loaded coal directly at the headframe. The scale was a large balance-beam type with
a plank deck on one side, and a register with weights on the other. The deck was suspended over
a concrete vault 8'x22' in plan and 3' deep. The balance-beam extended at 90 degrees through a
slot 2' wide and 6' long in a concrete pad. A frame building on the pad enclosed the register and
weights.
Waste Rock Dump
Developing the seam, blasting coal, and sorting the product in the bins generated waste
known as slack coal, gob, culm, and partings. At the Wheeler Incline, the material was spread
out as a large dump (F11) around the surface plant and in a peninsula extending northward. The
peninsula may have also doubled as a bed for the tramway.
Additional Features
Archaeological features represent two additional facilities. One is a stump (F9), which is
the base of a utility pole that carried either electricity or a telephone line to the incline. The other
is a concrete pad (F10) for a motor, which powered an unknown piece of machinery probably
bolted to the headframe. The pad is 5’x6’ in plan.
Wheeler Incline Recommendations
The Wheeler Incline has good potential for public involvement. Consider the following points.
• Interpret the site with signage, explaining how inclined shaft coal mines operated.
• Conduct further research to confirm the site description in this report.
• Include the site on a walking or cycling trail, which begins south of the Zemlock Mine
(below), passes through the Zemlock, and follows an old road down the canyon’s eastern
side to the Wheeler.
• Clear vegetation from the site.
• Conduct an archaeological investigation in search of foundation footers and other
elements refining what is known about the hoisting system. Include the public for
educational opportunity.
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Figure 5.5: Plan view of the Zemlock Mine site as it exists today. See text descriptions and the appendix for feature
descriptions (F#). Source: author.
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Figure 5.6: The profile illustrates the Zemlock coal chute and how material was transferred from coal cars. Miners
parked the cars on a pivoting platform assembled with salvaged hardware. Rails featuring bent ends caught the car’s
front wheels, and a catch-level allowed the platform to pivot forward and dump the car’s coal into the chute. Source:
author.

Zemlock Mine
The Zemlock Mine, on the Keystone Seam, was a tunnel operation south and above the
main South Canyon workings. The seam is fairly thin, tilted steeply south, and exposed amid
sandstone layers in South Canyon's eastern wall. The mine is around 6,400' elevation a short
distance above the canyon floor, which is narrow and choked with riparian vegetation. A stream
meanders in a constricted channel. See Figures 5.1 and 5.2 for locations.
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Zemlock Mine History
Little information is available for the Zemlock Mine, even though it was developed
relatively late. Although independent of the original South Canyon mine complex, the Zemlock
also went by the names of New South Canyon and Bendetti, for its developer Henry Bendetti.
Around 1963, Bendetti developed the eastern extent of the Keystone Seam by driving a
horizontal tunnel easterly into the canyon wall. He assembled a basic surface plant with minimal
capital, installing an electric ventilation fan, a tipple and coal chute, and a scale to weigh
outgoing trucks. With a crew of three other miners, Bendetti produced around twenty tons of
coal per day into 1969 and shut down South Canyon’s last operation. 25
Zemlock Mine Description
When operating, the Zemlock was like many small and simple coal producers worked by
hand. Miners bored a main tunnel (F3) horizontally east along the seam so they could work it
from the bottom up. To the south was a second tunnel known as an air course (F1) that ventilated
the workings and served as an emergency escape. The tunnel and air course were intentionally
closed with heavy equipment long ago, and now take form as semicircular scars overwhelmed
and hidden by vegetation.
When driving the tunnel and air course, the miners dumped waste rock downslope,
building up two pads. Both were bulldozed when the entries were sealed, and are now
revegetated. The pad (F2) derived from the air course is a grassy flat 33'x52' in area and 5' thick.
The main tunnel’s pad (F4) is 84' across, 60' long, and 7' thick.
The mine had very few surface facilities, limited to a track for coal cars, and a chute (F5)
for storing coal between truck shipments. The track featured steel rails curving north out the
tunnel and ending at the chute, on the dump’s shoulder. The track was destroyed when the tunnel
was bulldozed.
The chute's head rested on the waste rock dump’s northern shoulder, while the tail
extended 70' down to a parking area on the stream's eastern side. Now collapsed and broken, the
chute was a vernacular structure featuring three basic components. The head had a pivoting deck
on which miners parked full coal cars. The deck had two rails for the cars, with ends bent upward
to catch the front wheels. A lever tilted the deck downward and north, emptying the cars into a
hopper. The lever and heavy axle on which the deck pivoted were salvaged machine parts from
elsewhere. The hopper, the chute's second component, was a salvaged dump truck bed 6'x6' in
plan and 3' deep. The bed appears to be circa 1920s and was assembled with heavy sheet iron
and planks. The ends were open and the floor tapered to facilitate a flow of coal into the chute's
main and third portion, a trough for storage. The trough was around 6' wide and 3' deep,
assembled from planks, timbers, and sheet iron. A series of timber piers supported the entire
structure, which has collapsed and fallen apart.
To move coal to market, trucks backed down a road on the canyon floor's western side,
crossed a concrete bridge, and stopped on a platform at the chute’s base. Once loaded, they were
weighted on a large scale along the road.
A platform (F6) on the stream’s eastern side provided space for trucks to park while
loading coal. It remains unknown whether workers used a bulldozer or hand-tools, but the
platform became 15' wide and 30' long, now overgrown and blanketed with slumped earth and
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slack coal from the chute. The chute's last support pier is embedded in the cut-bank, while
decayed lumber and sheet iron from the chute's body are scattered around.
A concrete bridge (F7) spanned the stream, providing truck access to the chute. The
bridge was a simple structure with a poured concrete slab deck spanning the stream channel, and
twin lengths of salvaged boiler smokestack as culverts underneath. The deck was approximately
20' long and 15' wide, and now lies broken in large pieces on the channel's southeastern side.
One smokestack length is still in place, while other shifted downstream and was crushed.
Located on the mine's approach road, the scale's purpose was to tare empty in-coming
trucks, and weight the coal that the out-going trucks hauled to market. The scale (F8) was a
balance-beam type with a plank deck on one side of the balance, and weights and a register on
the other. The deck consisted of timbers on a heavy linkage, attached to the balance, within a pit
recessed in the ground. The pit was 8' wide, 22' long, and 3' deep with concrete walls retaining
all sides except for the western, held back by salvaged railroad ties. The balance-beam and
weights were in a slot 2' wide and 4' long extending east. Today, the pit is becoming overgrown
with trees and filled with duff, but the balance-beam and linkage is still visible within. The
balance slot has slumped in.
Zemlock Mine Recommendations
The Zemlock Mine is an archaeological example of a small circa 1940s-1960s tunnel
operation worked by hand. Signage could interpret features reflecting the flow of coal from the
mine to market, including the chute ruin, loading platform, bridge, and scale. The scale hardware
could be exposed for viewing, or salvaged and rebuilt. The site can also be a stop along a trail,
which would approach from the south on an existing road, switch back down to the chute base
and loading area, and continue along the stream’s eastern side to the Wheeler Incline.
South Canyon Mine Workings
As discussed here, the term Mine Workings refers to the portion of South Canyon where
the underground entries and the 1903 Boston-Colorado surface plant had been located. The
Wheeler Incline is within the area, but has been singled out above for detailed discussion because
of its good integrity.
In general location, the Mine Workings are on the canyon’s eastern and western walls,
around two miles up-gradient from South Canyon Station. As one of the mine’s industrial
complexes, the workings at one time included around ten tunnels on the canyon’s eastern wall,
several more on the western wall, and the surface plant on the canyon floor. Chutes directed coal
down to centralized receiving bins amid the surface plant, accessible by the tramway. See
Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
Presently, the complex is no longer clearly interpretable. Flashflooding, the 1994 South
Canyon Fire, extensive bulldozing before that, and recent efforts to extinguish seam fires have
erased most of the complex’s historical elements. On initial examination, the Mine Workings
area appears as several large burn-scars and a group of bulldozed cuts, roads, and push-piles.
South Canyon Road manifests as a broad swath through the surface plant area, which is choked
with vegetation.
Only a handful of tunnels are currently identifiable, marked by disturbed waste rock
dumps. Almost nothing remains of the system for moving coal from the tunnels down to the
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centralized bins. The surface plant area is no longer discernable for what it had been. Several
concrete and masonry foundations are still visible on the canyon floor, but their function is not
clear because important associated features are gone. Of the surface plant components itemized
in the chapters above, none are identifiable.
Mine Workings Recommendations
Even though the Mine Workings offer few interpretable historical features, the workings
could be acknowledged with an interpretive sign. The area is obviously not a natural landscape,
and a sign can explain what had been present in the past. A sign can also highlight the 1907
Wheeler Seam fire, on-going underground seam fires, and recent suppression efforts.
South Canyon Tramway Bed
The tramway was an electric railroad that hauled semi-sorted coal from the mine
workings down to South Canyon Station, for final processing into finished products. The
tramway was built in 1903 according to narrow-gauge specifications including a gentle descent
and 3’ width between rails. The route began in the mine’s surface plant with the coalescence of
short spurs serving shops and receiving bins. The main line descended northeast along South
Canyon’s western wall, curved east through Coal Camp, and crossed over to the canyon’s eastern
side. The line continued down to the tipple standing over South Canyon Station and either deadended, or looped back upon itself. See Figures 4.3 and 4.4 for an illustration.
Currently, the main line’s southern half, and the northern 400’ by the tipple area, remain
intact and identifiable. South Canyon Road has erased the northern half, while flashflooding and
bulldozing have erased the spurs at one time in the surface plant. The intact sections are
somewhat overgrown but retain their distinct characteristics as railroad beds. The characteristics
include gentle grades, consistent width, broad curves, and cut-and-fill construction.
Tramway Bed Recommendations
The tramway bed is ideal as a multiuse interpretive recreational trail. The bed becomes
the trail, with interpretive signs posted along its numerous vantage points. Signs can explain the
tramway, the mine workings, surface plant area, and current seam fires. Developing the bed as a
trail saves costs because a good route and surface already exist.
Prior to trail development, the tramway bed should be inventoried for small-scale
elements such as ties, utility poles, electrical trolley lines, and construction features. The
elements can then be highlighted for additional interpretation.
South Canyon Station
South Canyon Station was the mine’s coal processing, exchange, and administrative
point. The station sprawled over a broad, flat tract on the south side of the Colorado River valley,
on both sides of the existing railroad line. Until around 1918, the line belonged to the Colorado
Midland Railroad, which delivered supplies and hauled finished South Canyon products to
market. At one time, a massive tipple stood on the hillside south and above the station. The
tramway input semi-sorted coal from the mine, and screens and chutes within the structure
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separated the material into six grades, in turn stored in holding-bins for shipment. On the flat
area below were a small switchyard and a steam-driven powerplant, as well as administrative
offices, a depot, and other buildings.
Nearly everything of substance was removed decades ago. Not only were all structural
elements dismantled, but surprisingly, the tipple’s and powerplant’s stout concrete foundations
were gouged out, as well. When intact, the tipple almost certainly stood on a series of concrete
footers and piers ascending the hillside. Only several currently remain. The existing parking area
was bulldozed where the powerplant had been located. The parking area was incised into the
ground, cutting away most of the powerplant’s footprint, except for a cluster of bricks above and
south, marking the boilers. A building footprint and heavy foundations for the steam engine and
dynamos are apparently gone. Outlines, footprints, or foundations for other buildings are not
clearly traceable.
South Canyon Station’s intact elements include beds for the switchyard tracks, and a
scale for weighing railroad cars. The switchyard beds are south of the parking area, at the toe of
where the tipple had been. The archery range overlies a portion. The beds slope gently east,
suggesting that the Colorado Midland left empty cars at the high end, and workers rolled them
through the tipple for loading as needed. The Colorado Midland then retrieved the cars once full.
The scale is a concrete vault embedded in the switchyard bed, east of the archery range. South
Canyon Station might offer additional intact elements, but further survey is needed for discovery.
Thick brush conceals small-scale features that might be present.
South Canyon Station Recommendations
Despite major disturbance, South Canyon Station has interpretive potential based on
current knowledge. The following points will support better education and public awareness.
•
•
•
•

Conduct further survey to identify additional features and better define locations of
buildings and structures. Discoveries and more qualitative information support better
interpretation.
Conduct further research, including examination of records at Colorado Railroad
Museum in Golden and Bessemer Museum in Pueblo.
Post interpretive signs at entrance, in parking area, and on tramway grade overlooking
South Canyon Station.
Use site for public archaeology event or program. The program can begin with a groundpenetrating radar survey in search of buried foundations. The results can guide limited
excavation, with participation by the public. Advanced planning would be required for
good execution.

Coal Camp
Colloquially known as Coal Camp, South Canyon was an officially recognized hamlet of
workers’ housing between the Colorado Midland Railroad and mine workings. The hamlet was
sited at the mouth of a minor drainage, where South Canyon’s floor offered enough flat space.
Designed by Boston-Colorado engineers, Coal Camp featured a central park and baseball field
surrounded by a mercantile, community hall, library, dining hall, boardinghouse, and cabins.
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As with most mining hamlets, Coal Camp’s buildings were frame construction on
impermanent foundations, and so left minimal evidence when dismantled. Flashflooding, heavy
land use, and road construction completely disrupted whatever assemblage of footprints had
remained at one time. A few building platforms are identifiable, but their sure interpretation
requires assistance of people with history in the canyon, such as Rusty Ford.
Coal Camp Recommendations
Unfortunately, Coal Camp has limited value today because most of the site is gone, and
heavy truck traffic presents logistical issues. Coal Camp should not be totally ignored however,
and the following points offer a few suggestions.
•

•
•

Use the site as an opportunity for a public archaeology project, or college learning. Under
a trained archaeologist, further survey by participants might be able to identify features
and better define locations of buildings and structures. A public project would raise
awareness of the valley’s history and its surviving sites.
Conduct further research, including examination of records at Colorado Railroad
Museum in Golden and Bessemer Museum in Pueblo.
Post interpretive signs south of the road intersection, and away from truck traffic.
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CHAPTER 6: PREVIOUS CULTURAL RESOURCE WORK
Nearly all portions of South Canyon Mine’s four complexes have seen work to some
degree by archaeologists and historians. The work came in the form of cultural resource
compliance projects initiated by mine closures, coal seam fire suppression, and post South
Canyon Fire assessment. For some projects, agencies documented the South Canyon mine’s four
complexes as archaeological sites. Other projects selectively documented aspects around South
Canyon Station. Below is a list and brief summary of those projects, organized according to
archaeological site numbers assigned by History Colorado. Each site number corresponds to a set
of site forms that explain findings for a given project. Some site records are available in History
Colorado’s Compass database, and the City of Glenwood Springs might be entitled to a
subscription. Given that the city is property owner, the city Further survey by participants may
possess copies of the forms and accompanying reports, and if not, then the city can and should
request copies.

5GF.1569 South Canyon Station

5GF.3737 Coal Camp

5GF.4546.1 South Canyon Road
5GF.393 South Canyon
Historic Area

5GF.393 South Canyon Mine

Figure 6.1: Overview map of previous cultural resource work in South Canyon, as depicted in OAHP’s Compass
database. The elongated shape outlines South Canyon Historic Area (5GF.393) designated by USFS in 2002.
Components thereof, documented at different times, are labeled accordingly.
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Site 5GF.393 South Canyon Mine, South Canyon Coal Camp
Site 5GF.393 encompasses all four complexes associated with the South Canyon mine.
The Division of Reclamation, Mining and Safety (DRMS), its predecessor Division of Minerals
and Geology (DMG), and U.S. Forest Service (USFS) have conducted the most reliable and
comprehensive work. Between 1977 and 2001, small portions of the mine complex itself
received the barest of documentation and notation. But in 2002, after the South Canyon Fire,
USFS conducted a reconnaissance-level inventory of all four complexes, including the mine
area, tramway, South Canyon Station, and Coal Camp. Although the inventory was very cursory,
USFS gathered enough information to suggest that the entire assemblage of complexes has good
interpretive potential and is eligible for the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). USFS
then designated the entire canyon from the mine area down to South Canyon Station as the South
Canyon Historic Area under site number 5GF.393. USFS recommended more detailed recording,
further research, and development of a land use management plan. As listed in History
Colorado’s database, all four complexes are currently officially eligible for the NRHP.
In 2006, Jim Herron, historical expert with DRMS, recorded the entire mine complex
itself in detail. He created several large-scale maps plotting all known openings, waste piles,
disparate structure foundations, and the Wheeler Incline’s foundation complex. Herron also
described the features with text and inventoried associated artifacts, and ultimately supported
NRHP eligibility of the greater mine complex. Although some of Herron’s Wheeler Incline
interpretations are incorrect, the body of work otherwise depicts the greater mine complex
thoroughly. Herron’s work is highly useful for interpretation and need not be duplicated.
Site 5GF.1569

South Canyon Station

South Canyon Station was initially documented in 1991 separately from the mine
complex as Site 5GF.1569. Since that time, several firms recorded South Canyon Station again,
but were unable to identify any of the foundations currently on-site. The foundations in fact
represent a scale to weigh railroad cars, remnants of the powerhouse and tipple, and at least one
building. The firms lacked enough information to evaluate whether South Canyon Station
qualified for the NRHP, and offered findings of “need data.” In general, the work has little
interpretive value, but can be used to relocate the recorded features for better identification.
Linear 5GF.3737

Mining Village (Coal Camp)

Although USFS initially included Coal Camp in its 2002 reconnaissance survey, USFS
returned to the site in 2003 and assigned number 5GF.3737. The records have been rolled into
the body of work for the reconnaissance survey.
Linear 5GF.4546.1

South Canyon Road Segment

In 2011, Metcalf Archaeological Consultants documented a segment of South Canyon
Road connecting the mine complex with Coal Camp. The road has been determined not eligible
for the NRHP, having lost its historical integrity to widening and regrading.
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5GF.1569 South Canyon Station
5GF.4605.1 South Canyon Tram

5GF.3737 Coal Camp

Figure 6.2: Detail map of previous cultural resource work in northern South Canyon, including South Canyon
Station (5GF.1569), connected South Canyon Tramway segment (5GF.4605.1), and Coal Camp (5GF.3737), whose
records were rolled into grater South Canyon Historic Area (5GF.393).

Linear 5GF.4605

South Canyon Tramway

In 2011, ERO Resources documented a segment of the tramway extending south from
South Canyon Station to present-day South Canyon Road. The tramway has been determined not
eligible for the NRHP because its integrity is insufficient and much was destroyed by South
Canyon Road.
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